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Abstract
The proliferation of information and network technologies has
led to a situation where at least some degree of technological
skill has become a precondition for social participation. The
challenge of facilitating technological literacy has been
addressed differently from various players, from the
commercial providers of software and hardware, the official
educational system, the ‘maker movement’ as well as from the
critical approaches of ‘open knowledge’ communities. Do we
all have to be ‘makers’? What does technological critique mean
in the 21st century? Artistic Technology inquires the “artistic”
in technological arts, in a world which is largely dominated by
technology. The conditions of technological interventions are
questioned, with artistic-technological research and practice.
The focus is on the engagement of communities of artists and
interdisciplinary researchers with the intention to facilitate
technological literacy and to inspire a critical understanding of
the social consequences of technology.

The language of the “maker movement” is the language
of our time, and also illustrates how a commodification
of (digital) culture has been unfolding steadily within the
last decades. The terminology from the ‘maker’ and
‘hacker’ context is applied to a lot of different use-cases,
this is demonstrated by the term ‘hackathon’ being used
in the art context as well as in recruitment-events from
Facebook and startup cultures. But also the term ‘maker’
itself is problematic. The maker movement in particular
is presented as a contemporary culture and technologybased extension of DIY culture which was globally
popularised by MAKE magazine.

Introduction
The ever growing popularity of mobile devices,
ubiquitous technology and (digital/global) real-time
communication introduced challenges for technology
appropriation and technology based production cultures.
The “smart devices” (tablets, smartphones, etc.)
introduced an interface structure that is more intuitive,
more easy to use, but also much more closed and
opaque. Jonathan Zittrain criticised the dominance of
smart devices, describing them as "tethered appliances”,
a way of tying end users to the manufacturers. [1] The
principle of “closedness” that defines these tethered
appliances refers to the hardware itself, which cannot be
changed or used in another way than designed (and in
some cases cannot even be repaired) as well as to new
unprecedented levels of control. This “closedness” is
also present in software (distribution) systems, as
information is more and more governed (data
governance), raising the question of data and software
politics with increased urgency. The rise of the app stores
and the consequent “decline of the World Wide Web”
signals the transformation of free culture into a
commercialised ecosystem. [2] This commodification of
culture affects especially new media arts, radical net
cultures and tactical media approaches from the 20th
century, which have largely transformed, changed or
vanished. [3] In addition to the closure and
commercialisation of smart devices, data surveillance
has become not only very easy to conduct but a
pervasive strategy of social control.
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Fig 1. Krosbø / IKEA Liberation, 2013, Artistic Bokeh, DIY
Crossbow made out of IKEA material, Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic (CC BY- SA 2.0).

MAKE uses slogans such as “join the Arduino
revolution” [4] arguing that the “third industrial
revolution” started with 3D printing. [5][6] Yet the
attitude of the ‘maker movement’ is not as critical, or
revolutionary, as its language suggests. The technologies
in use are “open”, but the participants do not usually
assume a critical stance towards the conditions of
technological production and dissemination. Still, the
general impression of maker culture and the MAKE
magazine is that they represent the most authentic
expression of DIY approach in technology appropriation.
The shortcoming of maker culture is thematised by
“critical making“, a term that describes an oppositional
strategy that "uses material forms of engagement with
technologies to supplement and extend critical reflection
and, in doing so, to reconnect our lived experiences with
technologies to social and conceptual critique”. [7]
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Garnet Hertz’s analysis of the term “critical making“
offers a very good example for the relevance of theory
for the critical reflection on contemporary production
cultures - based on a distinction between utility
(utilitarian DIY), need (material constraint) and pleasure
(hedonized practice) to outline motivations of ‘making’.
[8] Repair culture might be the most subversive of all,
understanding the "art of repair as a new form of
knowledge; a knowledge that reinvents or reproach[es]
the object”. [9]
Recently published papers have been exploring in
particular feminist approaches to making as well as the
commitment to principles of reuse and resourcefulness of
those agents who live in the global south. [10][11] They
seek to challenge perceptions of technology and
innovation as stable or fixed categories. [12] The roots of
technology-based DIY cultures can be found in artistic
and counter cultures and their different strategies of
technology appropriation, long before the “maker
movement” was postulated and even before the term
‘technology’ existed, since “cultural techniques [...] are
always older than the concepts that are generated from
them”. [13]

Fig 2. The Culture of Surveillance and the Poetics of
Observation Technologies, 2013, Artistic Bokeh, site- specific
installation of a historic surveillance room.

Technology as action and not as objects
Leo Marx outlines that concept of 'technology' was
invented to fill the void created by socio-technical
systems in the 19th century, including “machinery,” “the
mechanical arts,” “the useful arts,” “improvement,” and
“invention”. He argues that what makes technology
"hazardous" is the generality of the term, making it
“peculiarly susceptible to reification”. The problem is “a
‘phantom-objectivity,’ an autonomy that seems so strictly
rational and all-embracing as to conceal every trace of its
fundamental nature: the relation between people [that]
largely determine who uses [technologies] and for what
purposes… Technology, as such, makes nothing
happen.”. [14] It is rather the uses of technologies, and
especially the communities established through these
uses, that create the norm for technology appropriation
and its social functions.

Artistic Technology - an ongoing research for

critical technological artistic practice
With the project “Artistic Technology Research”, we
investigate critical strategies of technological
appropriation, which in their different approaches
(cultural techniques) are constituting communities of
practice. We do so, by engaging communities of makers,
developers and users with the intention to facilitate
technological literacy and to inspire a critical
understanding of the social consequences of technology.
There is a focus on “community” that capitalises on the
already existing cultures of hacking, making, sharing and
developing, and on their cultural techniques, which
challenges the dominant understanding of the “user” as
an individual agent insulated from social and cultural
influences. The research is developed on the basis of
diverse artistic interventions in order to provoke catalysts
for community convergences that is documented and
presented in a multiplicity of formats and situations.The
project combines an epistemological attitude from the
life sciences [15], with a methodology of art-based
research. [16] Artistic research is considered as a practice
of experimentation, aiming at the creation of new
hypotheses and acting as the “generator of surprises”.
[17] Technologically oriented artistic practices, are very
similar to the community strategies of technological
appropriation, which involve technological artefacts
inscribing them with new meaning(s) and infecting the
conditions of their social representation.

Fig 3. Too Much Money, 2014, Artistic Bokeh, Georgios
Papadopoulos & Société Réaliste, site-specific installation with
4107 1-dollar bills, thematizing the symbolic value of artistic
production and its subordination by the valuation of markets.
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Part II. Short Papers (peer-reviewed)

The different artistic interventions carry most of the
burden of the project both as research practices and as
outcomes. They are intended as catalysts of interaction
between the artists/researchers of the project and the
community, as well as windows in the operation of
specific technological tools that can create and
disseminate new knowledge about technological
processes. The intervention of artistic practices and the
emergence of a new, unexpected, relations between the
audience and the artist function as foundations for new
communities, at the same time as they point to the
aesthetic qualities of technological interaction. The new
community bonds and the new ways of experiencing
technology are the output of our research at the same
time as they are a genuine and self-sufficient artistic
creation.
“There has been an aesthetic of matters-of-fact, of
objects, of Gegenstände. Can we devise an aesthetic of
matters-of concern, of Things?” [18][19]
A "device" is described in dictionaries as a "thing made
for a particular purpose", usually mechanical or
electrical, but also as "something that is done in order to
achieve a particular effect". We are using the term
"device" to describe the artistic intention to communicate
“matters-of-concern” through artistic technology. We
want to point to a new technology-informed practice that
is interdisciplinary and counters “technological
defeatism” and “technological determinism”. By
discussing the effects of “technological solutionism” (cf.
Mozorov) and the politics of production in the 21st
century (evident in the “maker movement”), a
terminology besides techno-utopism is created, that
focuses on the “artistic” to discuss tactics and strategies
that are between conceptual and performative. [20]
Through practice-led-research as well as research-ledpractice on artistic technologies it is possible to create a
vivid communication between artistic practice, artistic
research and academic research. Beyond creating
technological literacy and building upon successful
formats, the key elements to facilitate Artistic
Technology are workshops and artistic documentation
which are used as additional fields of inquiry and
continuous research. Alongside contemporary artists and
artistic researchers who work with technology, students
as well as the wider public are included to create an
interdisciplinary and vivid culture of research and
practice on artistic technologies.
Thanks to Stefanie Wuschitz, Sophie-Carolin Wagner, Georgios
Papadopoulos and Andrew Newman for support and inputs on
the text, which was partly written (but not published yet) for
the follow-up project of “Artistic Technology Research”.
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